
Communications
Tradition welcomes and encourages letters to the editor. Letters) which should
be brief and to the point) should not ordinarily exceed 1000 words. They

should be sent on disk) together with a double-spaced hard copy) to Rabbi
Michael A. Shmidman) Editor, Touro Graduate School of Jewish Studies)
160 Lexington Avenue) New Yòrk) NY 10016. Letters may be edited.

RABIS, REBBETZINS, AND HAAKIC ADVISORS

To THE EDITOR:

I would like to correct a distortion of my views which might result from
Dr. Joel B. Wolowelsky's partial citation of my words in his article on
"Rabbis, Rebbetzins, and Halakc Advisors" (Tradition 36:4, Winter
2002). The full citation offers a suggestion as to why among Jews
women were never traditionally trained to be rabbinic authorities. It
reads as follows:

This is not because women are considered less intelligent than men; on
the contrary, the Sages say that women have more bina (a form of intel-
ligence) than men. . . .

It appears that Jewish tradition has known for milenna what Harvard
psychologist Carol Gillgan has ascertaied in recent years. In studies
that have been widely accepted by the academic community she has
shown that "women's mode of thought is contextual and narrative
whie men's is formal, liear and abstract". (cited by Degler, In Search
of Human Nature, Oxford University Press, 1991, p. 303). Anyone
who has dealt with halakc decision makng knows that the latter qual-
ities are precisely those requied to arrive at an accurate halakic con-
elusion and that approaching halakc decisions from a contextual and
narrative perspective wi result in distorted rulings. Training women to
be halakc authorities (which a certai institution in Israel has recently
undertaken amidst a heavy public relations blitz) is thus a reckless ven-
ture, and one which, although politicaly correct and likely to be popu-
1ar with the unlettered and with femist phianthopists, is fraught with

danger to the halakc process. Trainig those whose hands quiver to

be brai surgeons would be a boon for the status of the handicapped,
but would be a tragedy for those who would rely on their services
(Tradition 34:1, Spring 2000).
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Unfortunately, Dr. Wolowelsky quoted only the last two sentences,
thereby omitting the point of my argument and presenting it as an
expression of male chauvinism. He goes on to question my opinion
with the observation that there are many women who are "high-pow-
ered brain surgeons, attorneys, judges, law professors, fiancial experts,
etc." This argument is irrelevant unless success in these professions
would be adversely affected by a contextual and narrative (i.e., practical-
ly oriented) mode of thought.

On the contrary, all of these professions would be advanced by this
mode of thought. The goal of medical, legal and fiancial professionals
is not to theorize in the abstract but to solve real-life problems, for

which contextual thng is an asset.
Examples of fields which would require an abstract form of reason-

ing comparable to that involved in halakc decision makng would be
pure mathematics or theoretical phiosophy, fields in which there are
indeed few women-as is indicated by Professor Gilgan's research.

(Rabbi) AHON FELDMA
Rosh HaYeshiva, Ner Israel Rabbinical College

Baltimore, MD

To THE EDITOR:

Each tie we act in the halakhic system, we are shaping its futue, closing
off some options-or, at least, makg them more difficult-and openig
others. This should not mean that we are completely unwig to ino-
vate for fear of the consequences, but we equaly should not act without
awareness of those consequences. A matue argument in favor of change
should take the futue explicitly into account, and attempt to provide a
vision of how it sees ths inovation shaping the religion's futue.

It is in this area that I would point out a weakness in Joel B.
Wolowelsky's brief in favor of yoatsot halakha. On most grounds, the
argument is well made and unassailable. Establishing yoatsot halakha
changes very little about Jewish practice, either halakcaly or sociolog-
icaly. The women who study in these programs would most often have
been studyig anyway, so that ths is more an adjustment of curriculum
than anythng else. Since choice of curriculum for women is largely a
matter of personal choice, there is no reason to suggest that ths curric-
ular choice is more problematic than any other. Their becoming expert
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on non-Torah issues relatig to a woman's gynecological needs also has

no halakc problems, and can only help spread vital knowledge among
Jewish women. Their answering questions about non-controversial
issues of famy purity law, as Dr. Wolowelsky points out, is simply for-
malzing the role often filled by the rebbetzin of old.

In just about all senses, then, yoatsot halakha are a perfect example
of a change with only positive ramfications for the Jewish community,
producing benefits while tampering minimally, if at all, with halakc
tradition or the reigning sociological facts. The one area that remais
unclear-and Dr. Wolowelsky fosters this ambiguity-is the effect of
ths change on the future. As Dr. Wolowelsky notes, critics worry that
ths is the first salvo in a plan to eventualy bring about the ordiation
of women. He does nothng to assuage their worries by then argung-
correctly, in my view-that few of the roles of the modern rabbi are
beyond the competence of women as far as halaka, and even hashkafa,
are concerned.

What his presentation lacks, as do other current attempts to pro-
ductively expand women's options in serving God, is an articulate
expression of how women's role in public Judaism differs from a man's.
Whle there is no need for a promise not to seek women rabbis, the
future canot be ignored. Dr. Wolowelsky is a mentor and friend, and I
have no worry that he intends to push a broader agenda of gender
sameness in public Judaism, but I feel comfortable expressing that
worry regardig others involved in generatig new avenues for women's

religious expression. Were yoatsot halakha offered as a step in such an
agenda-and I don't claim that they are-the proper reaction would be
much different than the yoatsot themselves deserve, not because of the
inovation itself, but because of each generation's responsibilty to the
system's future.

An excellent way to avoid that would be for those who seek to
expand women's role in Judaism to define what they see as the kids of
womanhood they are seeking. Arguments for various changes in
women's status show how each change does not cross any red lie, and
should therefore be acceptable. Changing enough boards on a ship,
however, eventualy changes the ship as a whole, and those entrusted
with the futue of that ship have the right and responsibilty to consider

the kid of ship these changes are helping create.

The response to ths critique might be that there is no end in mid,
there is just a continuig search for further legitimate possibilties for

women, without any thought about where it would go. VVen changes
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occur naturally, flowing organcaly from the sources as far as the partic-
ipants in that change experience the event, I agree that we can alow the
future to take care of itself. When we allow ourselves to consciously
change the system, we take on a responsibilty to perform due digence
as to how ths change affects the system as a whole, not only immedi-
ately and narrowly but also broadly and as far into the futue as we can
reasonably intut.

GIDON ROTHSTEIN

Bronx, NY

To THE EDITOR:

Joel Wolowelsky's excellent article raises a number of interesting ques-
tions about women in religious leadership roles. For example, what is
the real issue about women rabbis? Being a witness or shaliah tsibbur
are separate issues. The significance of being a rabbi is issuing pesak

halakha. But no one is obligated to follow the pesak given by a particu-
lar person, rabbi or not. If it is well reasoned it will be adopted by oth-
ers. If not, it wil be rejected or simply ignored, just as piskei halakha

from male rabbis are routinely accepted or rejected on the merits. I
wondered about ths when there appeared so much angst in Orthodox
circles when the Jewish Theological Seminary began to ordai women.
Since male Conservative rabbis are not considered "rabbis" accordig
to the Orthodox understanding of the word, what possible difference
would the fact that the so-called rabbi was a woman make?

Which leads to the controversy several years ago about so-called
"congregational interns." Some in our communty condemned the idea
as prohibited. The women who held these positions did not issue piskei
halakha. They taught Torah classes, advised and counseled congregants
on famly issues, such as nidda, kashrut, and the like (under rabbinic
supervision). Their roles were nearly identical to a traditional rabbi's wie
except for thee critical diferences: they were hied based on their own
merit, they received formal traig in halaka and counselig, and they
were paid a salary. That is, they were treated as professionals, just as a
man holdig a similar position would be. It seems that women can be
professionals in madda, and ths is nearly universaly accepted, but some-
how the idea of a traied, paid Torah professional hied by a synagogue
was theatening enough that it was determied to be prohibited.
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In the end, despite (or in part due to) a flurry of publicity and pre-
dictions for rapid growth, the program has essentially died, even at
Lincoln Square Synagogue. This is a tragedy for the Jewish community.
The women of Nishmat and simar programs will face many challenges.
May they have the fortitude to persevere.

MICHAL ROGOVIN
Flushing, NY

JOEL B. WOLOWELSKY RESPONDS:

With the fu citation before us, readers can determine for themselves
whether I have taken Rabbi Feldman's comments out of context or dis-
torted their intent. His remarks were made in response to criticisms of
his negative review (Tradition 33:2, Winter 1999) of Jewish Legal

Writings by Women, and they offered not simply an explanation of why
in the past women were not trained as halakhc authorities, but why
they should not be so trained in the futue.

I must admit that I was struck by Rabbi Feldman's warm embrace
of Carol Gillgan's theory. Somehow, I th she would not reciprocate
with an endorsement of excluding al women from various professions.
(Readers, I th, wil be surprised by Rabbi Feldman's position that
halakc reasoning and more general legal discussions involve different
modes of thought. Both involve theorizing in the abstract and solving
real-life problems, and I would have thought that the distinction
between them is the necessity of yir)at shamayim, not contextual and
narrative thng or its opposite.) For a very long time, women were

excluded from one profession afer another with the argument that they
lacked the mode of thought necessary for that calg. Once they were
given the opportunity to compete, they did just fie. And, indeed, men
have been doing quite well in those professions which Rabbi Feldman
seems to thnk involve modes of thought better developed by women.

Gilgan's theory may have validity in explaig general trends, but

not in predictig the success of specific individuals. It might compete

with other theories (lie societal expectations and support) in clarifyg
why fewer women than men apply for positions in, say, theoretical
mathematics, but is worthess in justifying excluding al women from
these graduate programs. It might well be true that fewer women than
men would be interested in advanced study in Talmud and halaka; that
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might be because of generalizations lie those made by Gilgan or due
to a variety of other possibilties. That in no way contradicts statements
like those made by former Chief Rabbi Eliyahu Bakshi-Doron that
"women and converts may be gedolei ha-dor . . . (and J serve as morei
hora)a and teachers of Torah and practical halaka, as the authority for
these positions flows from the individual's talents. . . ." (Responsa
Binyan Av, no. 65).

Rabbi Feldman was concerned that he might be misconstrued as a
male chauvinst. He needs no endorsement from me, but I am happy to
put on the record that I would not so categorize him. Rabbi Feldman is
well known-and rightfully so-as not only a distinguished talmid
hakham but also as a literate and sensitive gentleman. I don't believe for
a moment that he would consider admitting women to graduate pro-
grams in pure math a "reckless venture." He might offer a well-
deserved negative review of a book Analytical Philosophical Writings by
Women; but I certainly would not expect him to add that training
women in that field is like training those whose hands quiver to be
brai surgeons. One must wonder why he said such thngs in ths case.

It should come as no surprise that I agree with Michael Rogovin's
general stance and hopes for the success of the Nishmat program and
simiar ones that are sure to follow. I would, however, comment on two
side issues that he raised.

First, I do not recall serious angst in the Orthodox community
when the Conservative movement began to ordain women as rabbis.
What I do remember is a condemnation of what seemed to be an aban-
donment of the halakc anchor that the Conservative movement had

claimed for itself. In the mai, ths assessment was not due to a percep-
tion that the notion of a woman rabbi was in and of itself anti-halakc.
Rather, it was a reaction to two aspects of the whole process. One was
that the decision was taken out of the hands of the JTS Talmud faculty
and turned over to the entire faculty, many of whose members lacked
halakc expertise, to say the least. The other was that the effort was
clearly an attempt to promote a more general campaign of egaltarian-
ism rather than certification for halakic knowledge mastered and reli-
gious commitment internalized. Because as a practical matter pulpit
rabbis often do thgs which halakcaly are limited to men-such as
actig as a shaliah tsibbur or a formal witness-a major component of
the discussion was devoted to argug that it was indeed possible to jus-
tify women doing these thgs. To create an imperfect analogy, it was
like argug that inasmuch as officiating at funerals is an important part
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of the duties of pulpit rabbis, and given that we do not want to deprive
the rabbinate of the talents of kohanim, we must find a way around the
prohibition of kohanim to be tamei met. Alas, the whole Conservative

enterprise poisoned the possibilty for a rational discussion withn the
halakc community of the simple issue of ordaing women as rabbis.

Second, I do not recall any position that it was prohibited for a syn-
agogue to hire a trained, paid woman Torah professional. Indeed, many
a professional woman works for an Orthodox synagogue, diecting edu-
cational programs and offering appropriate counseling. No one had
claimed that these "congregational interns" were trained or qualfied to

offer halakc psak, but newspapers tried to pait ths as a major break-

though. It was much ado about nothg. The program never "died"-
it was never really there. Yòatsot halakhah are in no way parallel to con-
gregational interns, fist and foremost because the former were trained
in a solid educational program which had serious rabbinc involvement
and endorsement.

I do not take issue with anythng that Gidon Rothstein wrote. I
certainly agree that it is not enough to argue that any specific new pro-
gram is not prohibited halakcally and that the decision to implement
any plan requires discussing where it would lead us. I simply do not
think that certifying that women have obtained halakic competence
would have any negative impact on women's role in public Judaism.
Indeed, I do not thnk that it will have any significant impact.

That is not to say that women's current role in public Judaism is
no different from what it was a generation ago-let alone centuries

gone by. It is rather that the significant changes have already been

established and accepted in our community. Within the Jewish commu-
nity, women teach Torah-and even head yeshivot and supervise fac-
ulty that include rabbis. They offer counseling, appear before rabbinic
courts as to)anot, speak from our pulpits (but not during services),
answer halakhic questions posed by their students on the level to
which they have been trained (referring more complicated questions
to senior halakhic authorities, as do their male counterparts who
might have received rabbinic ordination), head national Jewish organ-
izations, etc. What other public roles would be involved if they had
better training and subsequent certification? We all know frum
women who are neshei hayil in addition to being expert doctors and
lawyers, and we are comfortable asking them the most sensitive and
important of questions-issues that involve subtle and sophisticated
analyses-because we are comfortable with the fact that they are well
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trained and competent in their respective fields. I think we would
have no trouble posing halakic questions to women who have equal-
ly competent training in that field.

The whole discussion reminds me of televised hearings on the econ-
omy that I saw many years ago. I canot recal the cast of characters or
even the exact time period-these hearings have a certain timelessness

to them. I do recal, however, that the admistration expert who testi-
fied anounced that he would be referring to a possible downturn in
the economy as a "banana" rather than the more techncal term which
begins with the letter "r." Afer a few miutes, one of the members of
the opposition party expressed his frustration at the circumlocution.
Well, said the administration's expert witness, the fact is that we have
different purposes here. I want to discuss the economy and you want a
headle. I just don't thnk that any paper wi print a headle that says,
"Expert admits possible banana."

I know that Dr. Rothstein and others who are hesitant want a seri-
ous discussion. But the fact is that we already agree that women should
have access to serious advanced Torah study, including Talmud and
practical halaka. These programs have been around for a whie, have
the endorsement of serious rabbinic authorities, and are growing by
leaps and bounds. We agree that women have serious public roles in our
secular and religious communty. We agree that egaltariansm is anathe-
ma to the halakc midset. It may be only a distraction to insist on a
discussion of women bananas.

MITZVOT IN THE POLAR REGIONS

To THE EDITOR:

I read with great interest the comprehensive survey by Rabbi J. David
Bleich of the literatue on keeping mitsvot in the Polar regions (Tradition
36:3, Fal 2002). I faced the problems personaly in the 1960's when I
attended conferences in the Scandinavian countries, and I turned for

guidance to Rav Shlomo Goren, zJJI, who was then Rav Rashi of the
IDF. I received from him a cogently reasoned responsum giving

detaied instructions which I followed and subsequently recommended
to others. The responsum was published (in Hebrew) in the Proceedings
of the Associations of Orthodox Jewish Scientists, VoL. 2 (New York,
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1969). Since R. Bleich does not refer to it, I assume that he has not
come across it, and I am therefore briefly summarizing R. Goren's main
proposals.

In regard to places where the sun does not set in the summer, R.
Goren uses as reference points neighboring places where the sun is
below the horizon for a short period of time, and night consists of a few
miutes around midnght. He therefore proposes that in places where
the sun does not set, sunset should be replaced by the moment of astro-
nomical midnght, 24:00, as the dividig point between successive days.

In order to calculate sunset and the termiation of Shabbat, one must
make the usual bein ha-shemashot additions, and Shabbat therefore
begins at 23:30 on Friday, and ends at 00:40 on Sunday. Using a simiar
argument in the winter in places where the sun never rises above the
horizon, Shabbat begins at 11:30 on Friday, and ends at 12:40 on
Satuday.

Regarding evening prayers in summer, R. Goren fixes plag ha-
minha as 22:45 and ma)ariv can be recited between this time and
24:00. When I queried the use of real time rather than shaJot zemaniyot
which would make plag ha-minha 21:30, R. Goren advanced a reason
for preferring the former.

However, shaharit and minha in the winter pose a more difficult
problem when there is no period which can be defied as day when the
sun is above the horizon. R. Goren offers four alternative solutions. (a)
to take the times of Erets Yisrael (followig a Yèrushalmi); (b) to use a
halakc view (not normaly accepted) that in an emergency one may

pray shaharit before dawn; (c) to treat ma)ariv as the only legitimate
prayer of the day, and use the halaka that a person who is prevented
from fufig one of the thee daiy services should add a second ami-

dah in the followig service; (d) to take over the criteria of "when you
lie down and when you rise" from keriJat shema and use them for teftlla.

R. Goren fialy discusses kiddush levana in summer. Although nor-

maly ths is performed only at night, he suggests that if the moon is
visible between 23:30 and 00:30 the prayer should be recited, the light
then being dim; in exceptional circumstances when the moon has not
been previously visible, the starting time would be advanced to 22:45.

(PROFESSOR) CYRL DOMB
Bar Ilan University, Israel
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RABI BLEICH RESPONDS:

My thanks to Professor Domb for drawing my attention to Rabbi
Goren's article in the Proceedings of the Associations of Orthodox Jewish

Scientists. As Professor Domb has astutely surmised, I was previously
unaware of its existence. The readers of Tradition may fid an article by
Dr. Azriel Rosenfeld, "Observance in Orbit," also published in the
Proceedings of the Associations of Orthodox Jewish Scientists, VoL. 6 (New
York, 1980) to be of interest as well. Dr. Rosenfeld identifies, but does
not resolve, a number of intriguing problems that would confront
inhabitants of colonies established in space, includig construction of a
mikveh since a mikveh must be attached to the ground to the exclusion,

for example, of a mikveh constructed in the hold of a ship. He also

makes the intrigung point that extraterrestrial materials brought back
to earth should be immune to defiement since, as the Mishnah, I(elim
17:14, declares, ". . . that which was created on the fourth day (i.e., the
celestial bodies) has no impurity." The question of whether it is at al
possible to count the requisite number of days before a woman's
immersion in a mikveh or for circumcision of a newborn infant or
whether circumcision may be performed during periods of darkness are
issues that arise with regard to the polar regions as well as with regard
to outer space.

R. Goren's view, as presented by Professor Domb, is a rather con-
fusing variant of Tiferet Yisra)els position. If day and night in the polar
regions are to be determined on the basis of the proximate areas in
which those phenomena can be empirically observed and if night is
defined as the "appearance of stars," the governig locale should not be
"neighboring places when the sun is below the horizon for a short peri-
0d of time and might consist of a few minutes;" rather night and day
should be determined on the basis of the nearest place in which the
phenomenon of zet ha-kokhavim (as determined by the various opinions
of halakc authorities regardig the angle of the sun's declension below '
the horion which establishes the advent of "night"), does occur. Moreover,
as I have explaied, there is no logical reason why "day" and "night" in
a given locale should be determined by sunrise or sunset in some other
area. If, as I believe to be correct, Tiferet Yisra)el recognized that there
is no way to determie the passing of days in the polar region and is
concerned solely with application of the rabbinic provision regarding a
confused traveler lost in the desert, the logically applicable times are
those of either the traveler's port of embarkation or of the closest
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inhabited area. Alternatively, if there is objective "day" and "night" in
the polar regions the only logical criteria are those suggested by
Mo)adim u-Zemanim and Teshuvot Divrei Yòsef as cited in note 13 of
my article.

Actualy, a close reading of R. Goren's article shows that his posi-
tion is somewhat different, and indeed far less cogent, than the argu-
ment presented in his name by Professor Domb. R. Goren begins with
the empirical observation that, as one approaches the polar areas during
the summer, sunset occurs later and later in the day and sunse occurs
earlier and earlier. He then argues that, if one extrapolates from that
pattern and applies that progression in the northernmost areas where
there is neither sunset nor sunrise, one should conclude that "construc-
tive" sunset and sunrise occur in that locale at midnight. During the
winter the opposite is true, i.e., sunrise occurs later and later in the
mornig and sunset occurs earlier and earlier in the afernoon. Hence,
where there is no sunrise or sunset, he argues that noon be adopted as
the time of "constructive" sunset and sunise. R. Goren's reasoning is

that, were sunset and sunrise to occur in the polar areas, they would
occur at midnght during the summer and at noon during the winter
and we should therefore regard those times as representative of "con-
structive" sunset and sunrise.

Frany, although I regard both formulations to be unsubstantiated,
I prefer Professor Domb's over the original if for no other reason than
that it constitutes a plausible interpretation of Tiferet YisraJel's position.

Professor Domb is also quite correct in his assumption that the tie

of the varous prayers should be calculated on the basis of astronomical

hours. R. Goren's response is that he "prefers" to utize clock hours

because the alternative would result in an astronomical hour of 120 mi-
utes of duration and consequently there would be no remaig night-
tie hours durg which the mw'ariv prayer might be offered. There is,

however, no room for "preference" or "choice" with regard to such mat-
ters. Other authorities did not shr from the conclusion that dayte
mizvot simply cannot be performed during the polar night and that
nightte mizvot canot be performed durg the polar day. Moreover,
acceptance of R. Goren's position coupled with employment of astro-
nomical hours for calculating the time span during which the various
prayers may be recited need not necessarily result in inabilty to recite
maJariv. As wi be noted presently, Mo)adim u-Zemanim also accepts the
notion of a "constructive" twght at the moment that the sun completes
a 360Q rotation in the sky. Mo)adim u-Zemanim rules that that moment
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be regarded as a night of a split second in duration for puroses of calcu-
latig the plag ha-minha durg which ma)ariv may be recited. The same

reasonig would apply to determiation of the tie for ma)ariv on the

basis ofR. Goren's "constructive" sunse and sunset.
I did not at all enter into a discussion of the appropriate time for

recitation of the various prayers in the polar regions. However, since
Professor Domb cites R. Goren's views with regard to that issue, a brief
comment is in order. R. Goren seems to have no problem with regard
to evenig prayers during the polar summer and fies their time as plag
ha-minha. But, since plag ha-minha is the mid-point between mid-day
and night how can there be plag ha-minha without both afernoon and
night? That, according to R. Goren (as presented by Professor Domb),
should requie calculating al zemanim on the basis of the nearest geo-
graphical area in which there is a period of darkness or (as R. Goren
seems to say) postuating a "constructive" sunset and sunrise. By the

same token, if there can be "night" (as is necessary in order to calculate
plag ha-minha) during a twenty-four hour period of daylight, why is
there not also "morning" during a twenty-four hour period of dark-
ness? Since, as is evident from the alternatives offered by R. Goren for
determig the time for shaharit and minha, he is of the opinon that
daylight is not required for those prayers, logical consistency should

dictate that, during the polar winter, the "day" be considered as begin-
ning at noon, just as during the polar summer the day is considered as
beginning at midnight, and that the times for offering the various
prayers be calculated accordigly.

The alternative options with regard to recitation of shaharit are, in
my opinion, unacceptable. As explained in my Contemporary Halakhic

i

Problems, I, 238-239, recitation of shaharit before dawn is lited to

the period of time subsequent to the earliest hour at which the sacrifi-
cia! order commenced in the Temple. Terumat ha-deshen, or removal of
a portion of the ashes which accumulated during the rught as a result of
the burning of the previous day's sacrifices, was performed on Yom
leippur by the High Priest at midnght. It is quite impossible to deter-
mie the time of midnght when there is neither "night" nor "day."

The proper time for recitation of keri)at Shema in the polar regions
is no less problematic than determination of the time of prayer. Hence,
if there were a relationship between the two (and it is far, far, from
obvious that there is) one canot simply "take over" the criteria from
keri)at Shema and use them for shaharit. Although R. Goren does not
ascribe his position to the effect that the proper time for recitation of
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keri)at Shema should be determined by a literal reading of the verse
"when you lie down and when you rise" to any earlier scholar, it is rem-
inscent of the position of Minhat Elazar who maintains that the appro-
priate time for the recitation of Shema in the morning is established
uniformly by clock hours rather than by astronomical hours, i.e., even
the "sons of kings" arise by nine o'clock each day thoughout the year.
Thus, on each "day" keriJat Shema must be recited by nine o'clock.
However, Minhat Elazar)s position does not entai the conclusion that
people who customarily arise before dawn may recite keriaJt Shema
before the advent of the new day. Therefore, since the maner of deter-
ming the time at which "dawn" occurs during the polar summer and
witer is problematic, the question of determing the proper time for
recitation of keriJat Shema in the polar areas remais unesolved.

More obscure, but a diect precedent for R. Goren's view, is the
position of R. Ya'akov Shalom Sofer, Torat Hayyim (Budapest, 5764)
235:3, who advances the thesis that in places in which there is a "short
night" the evenig Shema may be recited "when you lie down," i.e.,
after 6:00 P.M. A simiar view is advanced by R. Moshe Sternbuch in a
note appended to his MoJadim u-Zemanim, II, no. 155 with regard to
recitation of keriJat Shema both in the mornig and in the evening.

Most troublesome is the offering of four alternative solutions with
the implication that the traveler may legitimately choose anyone of the
four options. If zemanim are objective, the notion of choice between
alternatives is untenable. If there are no objective zemanim, the ques-
tion remains unresolved. If each of the "alternative solutions" repre-
sents a doubtfy correct procedure then halakc canons applicable to

doubtf obligations regardig prayer must apply.
Finally, the obligation with regard to kiddush levana is triggered

only when the moon provides illumination that yields benefit that
would be unavailable under natual conditions absent the presence of
the moon in the sky. When the sun travels in an arc without dipping
below the horizon that condition canot be satisfied.

Professor Domb is, of course, no more responsible for R. Goren's
views than am I for the views of authorities whom I quote. Quite to the
contrary, we are indebted to Professor Domb for sharing those views
with the readers of Tradition.

The foregoing leaves us with the issue I faied to address: How are the
proper ties for recitation of the thce-daiy prayers determied in the
polar regions? That problem is more complex than determig the begi-

nig and end of each day of the week because the stated tie for shaharit
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is afer dawn and the stated tie for ma)ariv is afer the appearance of

stars. The priary issue is whether, for puroses of prayer, day is defied in
terms of light and whether night, for purposes of prayer, is defied in
terms of darkness. If so, there can be no opportuty for ma)ariv durg
the polar sumer and no opportuty for shaharit (or minha) durg the
polar witer. Moreover, since in the polar regions, sumer is one long day
and witer is one long night, shaharit would be recited only once durg
the sumer and ma)ariv but once durg the witer.

On the other hand, with regard to the determination of day and
night, dawn and the appearance of stars may not be definitional but
simply emblematic, i.e. dawn and the appearance of stars may simply be
visual phenomena signifyng the advent of day and night but, objective-
ly speakng, day and night may not be integrally associated with light
and darkness. If so, there may be alternative ways of determine the
beginning and end of each day and of each night.

It is precisely this question that is formulated by R. Elchanan
Wasserman, I(ovez Shi)urim) Pesahim, sec. 2, and which is the subject of
further discussion by R. Shlomoh Heiman, Hiddushei R. Shlomoh:
I(etavim u-Teshuvot, no. 19. Those views are cited by R. Abraham Israel
Rosenthal, I(e-Moze Shallal Rav (Jerusalem, 5758), I, 22-24. The pri-

mary halakic ramification arises in the context of a judicial proceedig
in which it is necessary to determine the precise time of the" commence-
ment of night. The problem arises in a situation in which, instead of
two witnesses coming forward to testify to the appearance of three
stars, three different sets of witnesses appear and each one testifies to
the appearance of a different star. The rule is that witnesses must testify
to an entire "matter" rather than to "half a matter" (davar ve-lo hazi

davar). It is because of that rule of evidence that, since halakic majori-
ty is contingent not simply upon age but also upon the presence of two
pubic hairs, a single set of witnesses must testify to the presence of both
hairs. But, that rule of evidence notwthstanding, testimony of different
sets of witnesses may be combined in order to establish that three years
of adverse possession have elapsed. Shittah Mekubezet) Bava Batra 56b,
explains that public hair constitutes the essence of adulthood. Hence
two hais constitutes a single "matter" (davar) and therefore their pres-
ence must be established by a single pair of witnesses. In contradistic-
tion, adverse possession does not serve to generate title but, in Jewish
law, is merely evidence of title. Since adverse possession is not a "mat-
ter" but merely evidence of a "matter," separate sets of witnesses may

testify to different periods of adverse possession.
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Similarly, if the presence of stars constitutes the essence of night,
with the result that "night" and the presence of three stars are tautolo-
gous concepts, the evidence of the advent of all three stars must be
established by a single set of witnesses. If, on the other hand, the
appearance of stars is merely evidence of the arrival of night, the pres-
ence of each star might be established by a different set of witnesses.

R. Elchanan resolves ths quandary by pointing to biblical verses.
Stars were created together with other celestial bodies on the fourth
day. Nevertheless, Scripture declares, "And it was evening, and it was
morning, one day." But how can there be "evening' in the absence of
stars? Obviously, declares R. Elchanan, "evenig" must be a phenome-
non that can occur independently of the appearance of stars! The pres-
ence of stars in determing "night" is emblematic rather than causative
or performative. R. SWomoh Heiman endeavors to rebut that proof: A
eunuch never develops pubic hai. But, despite the fact that pubic hai
in the causative factor of adulthood, at the age of twenty the eunuch is
declared to have retroactively achieved halakc matuity at the age of

thteen. Simiarly, suggests R. SWomoh, the "evenig" of each of the

fist thee days of Creation may have been established retroactively with

the appearance of stars on the fourth day. It should also be noted that
Rashbam comments upon the fact that Scripture employs the term
"evening" rather than "night" and proceeds to explai that the term

"day" in that context is not at al to be understood in the conventional
sense of the term. .

Accordig to R. Elchanan there is no question that determiation
of "day" and "night" is not absolutely contigent upon dawn and dark-
ness. The sole issues are whether there are discrete days during the solar
summer and the solar winter and, if so, when does each day begin.
Once the beginng of each day is determined, the intervening period is
divided into twelve hours of "day" and twelve hours of "night." Hence,
according to Divrei Yòsef, each day of the polar summer begins when
the sun returns to the point in the sky it occupied at the time of its fist
appearance in the spring; during the polar winter each night is simiarly
determined by the rotation of stars in the sky (as explained in note i 3
of my article). Simiarly, if R. Jacob Emden and Tifret YisraJel, as well
as the numerous authorities cited on page 69 of my article who mai-
tai that the passing of days is to be calculated on the basis of twenty-

four hour periods, are understood as assertig that "days" are to be cal-
culated on the basis of twenty-four hour periods with the times of
sunrise and sunset determined at the point of embarkation or at some
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other locale, the appropriate time periods for the various prayers would
also be determied on the basis of those calculations. Ben Ish Hai, in his
Teshuvot Rav PeJalim, II, sod yesharim, no. 4, also espouses the view of

R. Jehoseph Schwartz in his Teshuvot Divrei Yòsefto the effect that the
passing of days during the the polar summer and witer is to be calcu-
1ated on the basis of twenty-four hour periods. Rav PeJalim, however,
asserts that night "begins at the time that night and day commence at
the equator," i.e., night begins at 6:00 P.M. and day begins at 6:00
A.M., and that the times for the various prayers are also to be deter-
mined on the basis of that presumption. The problem is that at the
North Pole al time zones converge makng the adoption of an equato-
rial clock impossible.

Accordig to Mo)adim u-Zemanim, during the polar summer there
are twenty-four hour "days," but "nights" of only a split second in
duration and, presumably, during the polar winter there are "nights" of
twenty-four hours and "days" of only a split second in duration. If so,
one would recite shaharit and minha during the summer in the normal
manner and ma)ariv during the period of plag ha-minha, and recite
only maJariv during the witer.

If, however, R. Jacob Emden and Tiferet Yisra)el are to be under-
stood as asserting that there is no demonstrable method for determi-
ing the passing of days in the polar regions, it follows that, because of
the ullesolvable doubt, no prayers should be recited.

According to what I have described as "an unconsidered view" the
polar summer would constitute one long day and necessitate recitation
of but one shaharit and one minha whie the polar winter would consti-
tute one long night necessitating but a single ma)ariv. According to the
"alternative view" that I formulated, during the months in question
there is no "time" in the polar regions with the result that no time-
bound mizvot can be performed.

KOHAIM AND FLIGHTS LEAVIG ISRAL

To THE EDITOR:

Rabbi J. David Bleich's review of the extensive halakc commentary on
"ICohanim and Flights Leaving Israel" (Tradition 36:4, Winter 2002)
that pass over the Holon cemetery would lead a ICohen to avoid flying
to and from IsraeL As R. Bleich states, airlines are suspect in avoidig
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flying over Holon. His suggestion of a hermetically sealed" ¡Cohen

Class" is totaly unealistic. The option of sealng themselves in airtight
bags, as apparently used by some ¡Cohanim, is dangerous as it risks suf-
focation. In any case, how does that avoid the issues of the "thown
tent" or maJamid?

I studied ths problem at some lengt afer my youngest son brought it
to my attention two years ago, about the tie when it surfaced as a new
"problem." By coincidence, at the time I was studying Nazir 54-55,
which is the prime source for ths issue, as also noted by R. Bleich. I con-
cluded that ths was a tempest in a teapot. I believe it arose due to the
faiure of the varous wrtten commentares to cite al the relevant factors
that impact ths issue. For convenience I divided them into thee topics:

The fist is the halakic background, from the Talmud to the mod-
ern posekim, which of course is utized by al, and which is discussed by

R. Bleich.

The second, which I could not find in the various rulings on the
matter as being considered, is the impact on this issue by the variant
textual readings in Nazir. This tractate has numerous emendations that
were introduced by the editors of its various printed editions, beging
with the fist three Bamberg editions published in Venice between 1520
and 1550, and continued by the editors of subsequent editions right up
to the 19th century Vilna Shas. Of key relevance to the present problem
is the variant reading to the Tosafot, Nazir 54b, s.v. Ta Shema.

The thrd issue, an extremely important one that is either ignored
or misunderstood by most commentators is the role of the physics and
chemistry of the relevant materials, and the construction of airplanes,
trais, and cars.

A year ago, I prepared a draf manuscript of my effort, but I have
not found the time to edit it for publication. In the interim, the follow-
ing points show the impact of some of these factors on statements made
in R. Bleich's column.

1. Natar: R. Bleich cites Maharsha's and Tosafots statements on the
"metalc" natue of natar (an il-defined material), as one proof that
there are more metals than the six listed in the Torah. However, there is
no mystery as to the natue of natar. It is natron, a sesquicarbonate,

Na2C03.NaHC03 that was mined and used in ancient times, and it is
sti utized in the manufacture of glass. InancIent times it was used to

glaze metal and to glaze brick walls and ceramic pottery. The ancients

found that glasses made from alkal and silica contract much more than
pottery or bricks on cooling, resulting in separation. Therefore, to bal-
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ance the rate of contraction, large quantities of lead were added which
alowed glazing of earthenware, brick, or ties. Archeologists unearthed
a lead glazed brick façade in a gateway erected around 800 BCE in
Babylon. Natron was also fused diectly onto metals to provide a glaze.
Tosafot almost certainly referred to a glazed metal utensil in specifyng

the end product as a metal. In addition, they may have referred to a
glazed glass or earthenware utensil as a metal due to its mixture with a
very large percentage of elemental lead to assure adherence of the glaze.

2. I agree with R. Feinstein's position (also cited by R. Bleich) that

only the six metals in the Torah are "metals." Not mentioned by any of
these halakc sources is the probable reason why the Torah selected

only these six metals. Copper, gold, and silver are below hydrogen in
the activity series, which means that they can be found in a reasonably
pure state in nature. Whe ti and lead are just above hydrogen, they

can easily be reduced by heatig in air or fiing with charcoal. Simiarly,
iron can be readiy reduced with charcoal, although at higher tempera-

tures. However, almost all other usefu metals requie much more elab-
orate reduction for extraction from their natural state, especially alu-
mium and titanum that requie electrolysis.

There is another key issue, namely the defition of a metal. Hazon
Ish maitais that a ma)amid such as a metal floor that is covered by a
rug renders the rug metalc. This of course eliminates al the leniencies
of the rug, and even the plastic bag or the ¡Cohen Class. I take issue with

his position. First, Tosafot in Bava Batra appear to limit the role of
ma)amid to cases where the supported non-metal surface would lose its
shape if the metal were removed, as would be the case with a rug, but
not with a plastic plate. More importantly, 72 of the 96 known elements
are metalc in their elemental states. This would mean that glass (maiy
silica), ceramic pots (silicon, aluminum, iron) would all be metals
because the underlyig oxide or carbonate is released as a gas when the
metal is reduced. Yet the Torah clearly does not classifY them as metals.

3. One key issue with the airplane is that it is a "thown tent." One
requirement for a tent is its capacity to remain stationary. R. Bleich
accepts that a diigible and helicopter can remain stationary relative to
the ground, but not an aiplane. I beg to differ. In World War II, B-29
bombers on missions from the islands of Saipan, Tinan, and Guam to
Japan, well over i 000 miles away, were able to make the return flght to

their bases with several engines out of commission. The "secret" was
that the jet stream, whose wind speeds reached up to 200 miles per
hour, carried them home. Therefore, a plane flyig into the jet stream
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at that speed would be stationary relative to the ground in the same
way as a ship at anchor. With aerial refuelig it could remai stationary
for a long time.

4. R. Bleich cites the authors of ICanfei Yonah as stating that the

seats of the airplane are subject to tum)at medras. Again by coincidence,
in my contiuing study of the Talmud I reached Bava ICamma 66b the
day after I received this copy of Tradition. This page deals with this
type of defilement. The En Mishpat cites the relevant passage from
Rambam's Hilkhot ICelim (24:7), which states that this class of defie-
ment does not apply to someone else's seat, and passengers do not own
the airplane seats.

5. Finaly, I fid it very puzzlig that R. Bleich cites the key Tosafot

in Nazir 54b on the dispute between Rabbenu Tam and R. Hayyim
Kohen. Yet nowhere in his article or in the references is there any men-
tion of the critical relationship of defilement of a nazir to that of a
ICohen, which afer al governs the ritual purity of ICohanim in our long

exie. Nor is there any mention of the variant, and correct readings,
which not only support ths relationship, but also show that Rabbenu
Tam accepted R. Hayy's objection to his position. It would take too
much spate for me to reproduce my discussion on ths one item.

In conclusion, R. Bleich's article has motivated me to prepare my
manuscript on ths issue for publication, if I can set aside some time. In
the meantime, I suggest that ICohanim who consult with a rabbi on ths
matter, ask some of the questions in my letter.

(DR.) BERT ZAUDERER, Sc. D
Merion Station, PA

To THE EDITOR:

Rabbi Bleich's article raises some interestig theoretical ideas, but side-
steps the practical ramfications. The problem is not confined to El AI,
nor to IsraeL. For example, the majority of flghts takng off or landing
at New York's LaGuardia Airport, one of the busiest in the U.S., pass
over cemeteries, most of them Jewish. I would expect simiar circum-
stances in many U.S. aiports. Indeed, air traffic is so dense in much of
the U.S., that it is also liely that any given flght may pass over a ceme-
tery (and quite possibly a Jewish cemetery) at some point in the U.S.
For certain, they may not fly into or out of LaGuardia Aiport.
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Ai traffic patterns, particularly on takeoff and landing, are dictated
by several factors. First, safety, mostly due to weather conditions, results
in constant shifts to flght paths. Second, noise, especialy on take off, is
a significant issue for communities around the world, and aviation
authorities have shifted takeoff routes to minimize noise impacts on res-
idential areas by divertig planes over parks, industrial areas and ceme-
teries. Other air traffic in the region and the flight's destination also
liit where planes can fly. Finaly, an aiplane is not a train that goes on

tracks. Even if a pilot is instructed to fly on a certain course, many vari-
ables wi result in significant differences between the assigned path and
where the plane actually flies.

Having airliners fly over cemeteries on takeoff is preferable as public
policy to flying over homes. Numerous studies on noise pollution attest
to the physical and mental harm inflcted on those who live along take-
off patterns due to noise and air pollution. Once safety, noise and vari-
ances from assigned paths are taken into account, I suspect that it
would be difficult to guarantee that planes would not overfly the Holon
cemetery, even if El AI realy wanted not to. Certaiy if the alternative
is to fly over homes, I do not believe that such a compromise would be
appropriate public policy. In any case, given the worldwide scope of the
problem, perhaps we kohanim should just take the bus (or boat).

MICHAL ROGOVIN
Flushing, NY

RABI BLEICH RESPONDS:

It should be readily apparent that a sealed silcone container is a zamid
patil and has the same status as a zamid patil made of clay. As such, a
silicone container prevents defilement of its contents regardless of
whether it is surrounded by a "thown tent" or a metal maJamid.

With regard to Dr. Zauderer's enumerated points:
i. Dr. Zauderer's identification of natar with natron is intrigung.

Whether or not it is correct is irrelevant with regard to Tosafots posi-
tion concernig the question of whether the six metals recorded in the
Torah constitute an exhaustive list. Whether Tosafot are correct or
incorrect in identifying natar as a metal, the fact that Tosafot do so

reflects their determination that the list is not exhaustive. The final
comment of Tosafot introducing the notion of a "covered" substance
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makes it clear that their earlier statement does not identify natar as a
substance used to glaze a metal utensil. It is also implausible to construe
Tosafots comment as referring to a substance identified as a metal "due
to its mixture with a very large percentage of elemental lead. " Were that
the case, Tosafot would not have been forced to posit "two forms of
natar" in order to explain the separate talmudic reference to a utensil

made of natar having the status of pottery: Tosafot might simply have
stated that the latter reference is to a utensil made of the identical natar
but without any admixture of lead. None of this, of course, has any
halakhic relevance since, quite independent of Tosafots comments,
there does exist a significant controversy among rabbinic authorities
with regard to the status of newly-discovered metals.

2. As noted earlier with regard to the silicone compartment, a
sealed plastic bag is a zamid patil. As such, ma)amid with regard to the
airplane itself is irrelevant. The entie purpose underlying the sugges-
tion for fashioning a silicone compartment instead of use of a sealed
plastic bag is to provide an area large enough to eliminate the risk of
suffocation.

The potential for converting glass into metal does not render glass a
"metal" or the product of a metal ma)amid. Glass is regarded as a sepa-
rate "element." It is only when material having the properties of a metal
in its natural state is added to other materials that the question of
ma)amid can arise.

3. I am not aware that B-29 bombers carried by a jet stream were
actualy stationary at any time. But that is irrelevant. My sentence reads:
"The controversy regarding an ohel zaruk, accordig to Rabbenu Tam,
arises from the fact that the motion of the object can be controlled at
any moment simply by stopping the person or animal carrying the
object." Surely, the pilot of a commercial aircraft cannot control the
motion of the aicraf by stopping it at any moment.

4. Dr. Zauderer errs in assumig that proprietorship is a necessary
prerequisite of tum)at medras. The discussion recorded in the Gemara,
Bava I(amma 66b, which is reflected in Rabam's own words, makes it
obvious that only stolen items are not susceptible to tum)at medras.

Moreover, Hazon Ish, Hilkhot I(elim 24:7, declares that the distiction
formulated by Rabam applies only to' objects that requie specifc des-
ignation as objects to be used for the purose of sittg or reclig. The

rule, then, is lited in that it provides only that an individual canot des-

ignate another person's property for use as a medras. Accordig to Hazon
Ish, an aleady designated medras is subject to defiement by anyone.
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5. The relationship between the prohibited modes of defiement of
a kohen and the prohibited modes of defiement of a nazir is explicitly
formulated in Semahot 4:21: "Every defilement for which a nazir must
shave his hair a kohen is commanded against." That statement is quoted
by Tosafot) Nazir 54b, which is cited in my article. Dr. Zauderer
protests that I fai to make "mention of the variant, and correct read-
ings, which not only support this relationship, but also show that
Rabbenu Tam accepted Rabbi Chaim's objection to his position." Dr.
Zauderer's comment leaves me bewildered: (1) The relationship
between defiement of a kohen and a nazir is acknowledged in the pub-
lished version of Tosafot. Variant readings need not be cited to establish
that universaly accepted point; (2) There mayor may not be variant
versions showing that Rabbenu Tam accepted Rabbenu Chaim Kohen's
position to the effect that a kohen may defie himself by coming into
contact with metal. The starting point of my entire discussion is predi-
cated upon the presumption that Rabbenu Chaim Kohen's position is
accepted as the normative halakc position. Any varant text showig
that Rabbenu Tam ultimately conceded the point only bolsters the
premise upon which my discussion is based.

Finaly, even acceptig a'luendo every point made by Dr. Zauderer,

there is nothg in his letter that serves to substantiate his purely conclu-
sory statement that ths issue represents "a tempest in a teapot." Nor do I
comprehend how the suggestion that "Kohanim who consult with a
Rabbi on ths matter ask some of the questions raised in (Dr. Zauderer's J
letter" would have any bearing whatsoever upon the advice that such
kohanim might receive. None of those questions, interestig as they may
be, are of any signicance in arrivig at a halakc determiation. Perhaps
Dr. Zauderer has other observations of substantive halakc signicance
that he is reservig for his as yet unpublished article.

The question of merely possible overflight of graves as distinct from
defite overflght of graves is an issue quite different from the problem

discussed in my article. That issue, interestig and important as it may
be, was not addressed both because it presents an additional array of
complex issues and because it would have made an aleady lengthy arti-
cle even longer. A list of sources discussing that issue was, however, sup-
plied in the very first footnote to my article.

It is indeed possible to e.stablish flight paths that guarantee that
there wi be no overflght of the Holon cemetery. Many El AI flghts

already fly such routes. My information is that minimization of noise
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impact over restricted areas is not at al the reason for flying over the
Holon cemetery. Quite to the contrary, it appears that alternative routes
do not involve overflying populated areas. Moreover, noise pollution is
a problem only at relatively low altitudes and cemeteries are rarely close
enough to aiports to provide flght paths that would make it possible
to obviate noise that would otherwise affect residential areas. Finally,
based upon visual observation, it is far from certai that kohanim "may
not fly into or out of La Guardia Aiport." Cemeteries are often clearly

observable but generally at some small distance from, rather than
directly beneath, the plane. As of the time of ths writing, I have been
unable to obtai a response from official sources to inquiries regardig
overflight of cemeteries by airplanes leaving from or arriving at La
Guardia airport.

PARYSIS IN CONTEMPORA HAAK?

To THE EDITOR:

I'd lie to take issue with Rabbi Danel Sperber's article ("Paralysis in
Contemporary Halakha?" Tradition, 36:3, Fall 2002) on two some-
what contradictory fronts. Grantig that his issue is a real one, I do not
believe it is as scientific or mechancal as he might make it sound.

I believe that the test of the cogency of any argument is to take that
argument to its extreme-to hear what it is really saying-and then to
allow for extremities in evaluatig the actual meat and potatoes of said
theory. I imagine a conversation where I'd approach my rabbi wonder-
ing why we live in ths world fu of strife and travai when he, my rabbi,
might just dialogue with God to discover the root of it al, the reason
for our troubles. Wouldn't we then correct our errors and ride off into
the sunset? "Well," responds the rabbi, "but I can't, you see, I'm not a
Navi." C'mon, why is he so modest? Let him step up to the plate and
do what he ought to do as leader of his people. Let him be worthy of
his calling. If he can, then he must.

We believe in Yeridat ha-Dorot: 1m rishonim benei maFakhim anu
benei anashim) ve-im rishonim benei anashim anu ke-hamorim (Shabbat
112b). If Rabbi Sperber meant to bemoan our situation as latter day
Jews then I completely concur. Clearly, his intonations belie ths atti-
tude; he wants our posekim to improve. His examples of innovation are

the BaJalei ha- Tosafot and Rema; of paralysis, the Hafets Hayyim and
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Hazon Ish-how many centuries separate them? We are simply not privy
to the Divine today as they were then. Should we have asked the
Hatam Sofer why he was unable to be mehaye metim as AmoraJim
could; would questioning Rabban Gamliel regarding his nevu)a-or
lack thereof-have been prudent? Our religion is based on dogma and
faith not merely science; but I am preaching to the choir. . . .

Conversely, and somewhat dichotomously, I am surprised at the
simple assumption that we lack any inovation today. Halav stam is a
brand new category in halaka created by a contemporary posek. Must

we look further? At I(etubot 7 a the Gemara rhetoricaly muses, "U-mi
ikka horaJa le-issur?"-certainly kula is a more gut wrenching choice
than humra. We have all experienced the lemon-lips of the posek implor-
ing us to refrain. . . well it is difficult. . . I'd rather leave it . . . couldn't
we just, etc. I do feel much better going home with a resoundig "it is
no good" than with a frowning hem-haw, but there are sti those who
have plaitzas, who can be supremely confident and original (though
more often they are treated as arrogant, its-my-way-or-the-highway-ers
rather than as forward scouts-but that is a different issue). We have a
major posek who believes that there are no nidot de-Oraita today

(excepting leda)-singular, no? Land-for-lives-explosive: obviously;
original: unquestionably. We do not accept extra -orthodox conversions
into the Family nor marriages by those same authorities (even le-
humra)--ignificant leniencies preempting all sorts of questions of
mamzerut. Some modicum of hadashjhiddush does, then, exist.

And I didn't even mention the Hafets HayyimjGerrer Rebbe val-
dating Sara Schenier and women's education.

Greater salency, I believe, resides with the first point. The foremost
rule of operational procedure is that al elements need to operate with
their own province. Should one decide to ignore and choose to trespass,
it would serve only to muddle progress, to suly advancement. In ths
vein R. Elhanan Wasserman writes that in realty AmoraJim could argue
with TannaJim, there was no injunction forbiddig such a disagreement.

They just wouldn't. Has the permit, doesn't buid. A rebbe of mie once
said that argug with an Amora makes you an apikores; argug with a
Rishon makes you wrong. Ezehu hakham ha-makir et mekomo.

Newness comes in multifarious colors. In the early twentieth centu-
ry R. Hayyim Brisker introduced a new methodology where clarifYing
and classifying logical permutations became almost as important as
breadth of ken. He revolutionized textual analysis and thereby al yeshi-
va-based Talmud study: clearly innovative. Interestingly, it was once
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pointed out to me that while these panim hadashot were being pio-

neered in our realm, concurrently science dissected the atom in theirs
(so there actualy is a paralel universe . . . ). Has ths anytg to do
with Hazon Ish's tekufot? Why can't we realize that our place in history,
however petty it might seem to us, is sacred and crucial, and most
importantly Johnny-on-the-spot. Why can't we excel at what we are
rather than aspire to what we are not?

(RABI) AKA LEIMAN
Silver Spring, MD

To THE EDITOR:

Afer discussing parameters for change in Tradition, Professor Danel
Sperber published an article in a different venue (Edah Internet Journal,
Elul 5763) advocating aliyot to the Torah for women in synagogues
where men and women pray. It seems that when he earlier discussed
change in his Tradition article, ths is what was included- unstated-in
his agenda.

In readig his arguments for aliyot for women in a mehitsa minyan
I was overcome with a feeling of déjà vu; simiar reasoning character-
ized the Conservative movement several decades ago. Therefore, the
Tradition article should be understood as a prelude to the promotion
of a far-reachig and fundamental break with tradition (and Tradition).

(MRS.) SHIRA LEIBOWITZ SCHMIDT
Netanya

EDITOR)S NOTE: The reader is referred to previous communications on this
subject-and Professor Sperber's response-in Tradition 37:1 (Spring

2003) .
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